SURVEY PLAT OF THE LANDS OF
TODD E. & PAMELA S. DOUCET
SITUATED IN TMS 876
JEFFERSON TOWNSHIP, CLINTON COUNTY
OHIO

2.082 ACRES
(Originally 2.15 AC)
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JOB NO. 2018/18187
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NOTE: Measurements used are based on KAD 90
GOLD: Other GOLD data, feature and Coordinate (Cordis) data
as derived from OSU Observation. Delineations
are based upon Grid Drawings.
The combined scale factor is 0.999997999995
To obtain Grid data please double the Grid
Value on the Grid. This is a sensitive factor.
Monuments found are in good
condition unless otherwise labeled.
Doors & Survey Records as noted on
drawing are source data for this survey.

MONUMENT LEGEND
- Iron Pole (66) size per plan
- 4' x 6' Silver Post (61)
- Iron Pipe (66) 0.00 size per plan
- Shale (66)
- Belted Pole (66)
- Steel Stake (66)
- Metal Nails (64)
- Concrete Mantle (64)
- PE or Mag Nail (66)
- Web (66) size per plan
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